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Most theme parks have benefited from increased
attendance and guest spending in the past few years,

driven in part by a healthy economy and consumers’ desire
to spend in experiential categories. Industry leaders drive

attendance by regularly unveiling new attractions, many of
which are based on popular movies and TV shows,

ensuring a built-in audience.

This report looks at the following areas:

• Revenue generation the result of increases in attendance and guest spend
• Reputation management essential
• Attractions linked to popular media characters come with built-in audience
• Invest in attractions for family members of all ages
• Incorporate technology to streamline guest experience
• Strategic use of popular media characters provides continued returns

Theme parks are a popular leisure destination with almost half of American adults having made a visit
in the past three years. Families are the core demographic, with higher visitation rates and in-park
spending, and theme parks are investing in ways to attract kid, teen, and adult family members. This
includes introducing new attractions built around popular movie characters, developing technological
solutions to address pain points, and creating buzz around special events to give visitors a reason to
return.
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Almost all travel sectors experiencing growth
Figure 10: Total and US vacations and tourism market value growth, 2009-14 (estimate), 2014-19 (forecast)
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Decline in 6-11 age group may dampen attendance rates
Figure 13: US population <18, by age, 2015 versus 2020
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Disney Parks thought to be “one of the best park brands”
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SeaWorld and Legoland have less broad appeal compared with other park brands
Figure 16: Correspondence Analysis – Theme park brand attributes, February 2015
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Parks offer seasonal entertainment beyond fixed attractions

Brand reputation suffers in light of negative press

Social media campaigns amplify public sentiment

Measles outbreak at Disneyland prompts parental concerns

Parks attract guests with roller coaster/dark ride combos

Mobile payment systems reduce friction in purchasing

Strategic use of pop culture characters drives theme park market

Immersive experiences create new worlds for guests to explore

Parks find new ways to manage crowds

Families are key target

Park reputation crucial in decision to visit

In-park food and beverage are likely purchases

Adult-centric activities may drive future growth

Families with children aged 6-11 are key demographic
Figure 18: Past three year theme park visitation, by presence and age of children in household, February 2015

Visitation among adults and kids relatively steady, improves among teens
Figure 19: Adults’ and teens’ past 12 month theme park visitation, kids' theme parks visitation incidence, 2008-14

Teens visit with family or friends
Figure 20: Theme park companions of teens, November 2013- December 2014

Destination parks spur longer vacations
Figure 21: Duration of most recent theme park trip, by destination and regional park type, February 2015

Trip planning likely handled by one person
Figure 22: Theme park trip planning responsibility, February 2015

Theme park website is a valuable resource for trip planning

Destination travelers more engaged in pre-trip research
Figure 23: Theme park trip planning process, by destination versus regional parks, February 2015

Destination trip planners consider co-located parks

Appealing to kids is the most important consideration for parents

Admission cost not the primary consideration
Figure 24: Very important theme park attributes, February 2015
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Food and beverage lead in-park spending

Ticket packages and annual passes are popular options

Families more likely to spend

Destination park visitors investing in multi-day tickets
Figure 25: Most recent theme park visit – purchase/use – food/beverage, tickets, February 2015

Mobile payment systems may increase in-park spending
Figure 26: Most recent theme park visit – purchase/use – activities, souvenir, technology, February 2015

Strong interest in adult-centric activities points to opportunity
Figure 27: Preferred vacation activities for adults, November 2013-December 2014
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